


*quickly* visualize oneself completing a task in future (e.g., planning 

what to wear when showering, planning the route to take to get to the 

destination quickly while avoiding obstacles). 

Also spend time on “how will you feel” when visualizing an endpoint – 

the emotional component is key to successful planning. Example: when 

we look at a menu, we quickly imagine how each potential dish might 

make us feel and that leads to our choice. 

Flexibility/Shift: 

We all love being in a state of “flow” – my UW psych professor called 

this the state of “making mud pies.” Getting out of “flow” requires us to 

use our pre-frontal cortex, which children need until age 22-32 to fully 

develop! Things that can help get us ready to think receptively/ 

reflectively/actively (Wizard Brain thinking) include: movement, humor, 

music, surprise, making a prediction, expectation of achieving a 

desirable challenge, socialization with peers, stories, identification with 

a role or script (Job talk), and/or novelty (e.g., wear a silly hat during 

homework time, turn it sideways 5 minutes before homework time is 

over). 

We can use “job talk” to get kids thinking about how to do the things 

we need them to do (i.e. instead of saying, “Stop reading and get in the 

car,” Try, “It’s time for you  to be a ‘passenger’ instead of a “reader,” 

once you are buckled in, you can be a ‘reader’ again.”) 

Organization: 

Provide examples and/or pictures of areas that are already organized to 

model for our kids how they can have a system for maintaining their 

things. Post pictures inside cabinet doors or on  the front of dresser 

drawers and say “make it look like this.” 

 



Kids worry you only love them when they are smart so they don’t want 

to do things they can’t because they fear being unlovable. 

We need to help our kids create a menu of what makes them feel good 

and safe to do the challenging tasks we ask of them. 

 


